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Lunar Transient Phenomena (LTP) have been reported for at least
450 years. The events range from bright flashes, to reddish or bluish
glows, to obscurations. Gaseous spectra and photometric measure-
ments of the events have been obtained. Several theories have been
offered as explanations for LTP, including residual volcanic activity
or outgassing, bombardment by energetic particles, and piezoelec-
tric effects. As the first set of digital multispectral images of the en-
tire Moon, the Clementine data offer a unique opportunity to couple
inferences of compositional relationships with lunar geomorphol-
ogy in the regions of LTP. We have selected 11 regions from which
numerous reliable historical reports of LTP exist. Our analysis of
the Clementine multispectral images shows that many events oc-
cur in regions of bright, spectrally reddish deposits, which may be
characteristic of volcanic ejecta. The events may be associated with
outgassing of volatiles collected in or beneath mare basalt flows. We
find that LTP tend to occur near the edges of maria, in agreement
with a suggestion originally made by Cameron (1972. Icarus 16,
339–387), and in other regions of crustal weakness. We also find
that some of the reported events tend to be in craters with rims
of distinctly different (bluer) composition. This compositional dif-
ference may result from recent slumping of the rim, accompanied
by the appearance of fresher underlying material. In some cases,
slumping may be triggered by the release of pockets of volatiles; in
turn the slumping events may cause additional pockets of trapped
material to be released.

There are four instances in which Clementine multispectral im-
ages were acquired both before and after an event that was reported
by a terrestrial team of amateur astronomers mobilized to observe
the Moon during the mapping phase of Clementine. None of these
four sets of images shows clear changes that could be attributed to
the reported LTP. c© 2000 Academic Press
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Lunar transient phenomena (LTP) have been reported f
least 450 years. The events range from bright flashes, to re
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were probably spurious, hundreds of others have been se
reliable observers. Several gaseous spectra and electronic
tometric measurements of events have been obtained by pr
sional astronomers (Kozyrev 1959, Sanduleak and Stock 19
Interest in LTP has dwindled over the past two decades,
as additional observations continue to be made (e.g., Kolo
et al.1988, 1992, Dollfus 2000). No completely satisfactory
planation for LTP has ever been published, and most luna
ologists and professional astronomers express skepticism a
them. Given their persistence, and the potential scientific pa
if they could be shown to be associated with specific type
geologic materials, it is worth closely scrutinizing at least
most worthy of them.

Prior to the exploration of the lunar surface with spacec
in the 1960s and 1970s, two rival theories existed on the
gin of lunar craters: impact and volcanic. It was in the cont
of this scientific controversy that many of the LTPs were
served. Although most lunar geologists now believe that
vast majority of craters on the Moon were formed by impa
there are many volcanic features on the Moon, including s
ous rilles and “cobrahead” or dark-haloed craters. Seismic
tivity (Latham 1971) and emission of radon (Gorensteinet al.
1974), a gas that has been associated with terrestrial e
quakes, have both been detected on the Moon (although
mic events can be due to any type of activity, including exo
nously produced ones such as impacts and movement d
tidal stresses). It is because of the possible correlation betw
LTP and current activity on the Moon that the scientific imp
tance of studying these controversial events is so great:
may be evidence for residual volcanic activity on the Mo
The discovery and investigation of any such activity would h
significant implications for the thermal structure and compo
tion of the lunar interior. Evidence of current volcanic act
ity would constrain models of lunar differentiation and therm
evolution.
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Eleven possible causes of LTPs have been compiled
Robinson (1986), which can be summarized in the follow
categories: (1) Tidal. Greater tidal forces at perigee may ca
stressing and fracturing of rocks or even precipitate moonqua
Concomitant outgassing may occur. (2) Thermal shock.
though the lunar temperature varies by∼45◦ in the 4 h cen-
tered around sunrise, the thermal skin depth of the Moo
only∼10 cm. It thus appears unlikely that thermal shock co
cause events of the observed scale. However, Cameron’s
ysis (1972) shows a persistent correlation with the sunris
a feature. (3) Fields and particle effects. Bombardment by
radiation, high-energy particles in the solar wind, or interactio
with solar magnetic fields have been proposed. The energie
volved do not appear to be sufficient to precipitate major eve
However, there do appear to be more events at full moon (e
if one accounts for observational biases (Cameron 1972)), w
the Moon is in the Earth’s magnetotail and would thus rece
its heaviest bombardment of energetic particles. Based on
correlation, this cause cannot be entirely eliminated. (4) Me
oritic impacts. Although these rare events can account for o
a handful of LTP, at least one well-documented medieval (11
observation of a lunar explosion has been tied to the crea
of the crater Giordano Bruno—one of the youngest features
the Moon—and to the Taurid meteor showers (Hartung 19
(5) Piezoelectric effect. Electromagnetic effects associated
rock fracturing can be released as optical energy. Recent w
by Kolovoset al.(1988) and Zito (1989) shows that the expect
magnitude of this effect is sufficient to cause LTP. Finally, it
important to consider that the events—if they are real—may
simply due to residual volcanism or other geologic activity. Th
may also represent a combination of phenomena. For exam
tidal stress may be the precipitating factor for the fracture
rocks, which in turn causes outgassing and/or the piezoele
effect. It is also possible that the different types of events h
different causes.

Cameron (1972) and Middlehurst (1977) ascribe different
portance to the occurrence of LTP at perigee, where tidal fo
are greatest. The former believes the effect is only slight
suggests instead that the most significant correlation is the
cation of the LTP at the edges of maria. If probable volca
features, including dark-floored and dark-haloed craters, ri
domes, and ring dikes, are also included, Cameron claims t
is a very good correlation between the location of LTP and
ologic features indicative of internal activity. In her model,
these features represent areas of weakness from which int
gas can slowly escape. Radon gas has indeed been detecte
the edges of maria (Gorensteinet al. 1974). It is also true tha
practically no LTP were observed in the centers of maria.

To our knowledge, no one has published an investigation
these events from space-based images. As the first set of di
data-based spectral images of the Moon, the Clementine
(primarily the UV/VIS images) represent the best set of obs

vations ever obtained for such a study. Lunar orbiter imag
although panchromatic and photographic rather than electro
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are a valuable supplementary data set for observing chang
these areas over time.

The goal of this study is to investigate Clementine images
regions of LTP with current photogeologic techniques to se
specific types of geologic terrains that would indicate active
ologic processes on the Moon. The instrument complemen
Clementine included instruments suited for both geomorp
logic and multispectral (compositional) studies. An ultravio
and visual/infrared camera (UVVIS) and a near infrared cam
(NIR) provided typical resolution of 100 M on the Moon with 1
filters covering the wavelength range between 0.42 and 2.8µm.
With this first multispectral data set of the entire lunar surfa
color ratios can be obtained for any region to study compo
tional inhomogeneities, and to seek out areas of fresh or rece
disturbed material. A single-channel, long-wavelength infra
camera (LWIR), sensitive in the 8.0 to 9.5µm region, provided
maps of thermal emission in some cases (its field of view w
much smaller than those of the UVVIS or NIR cameras). T
instrument can be used to seek areas of anomalous thermal e
sion that would characterize textural inhomogeneities. A hi
resolution camera (HIRES), with resolution about an order
magnitude better than the UVVIS, did not capture images in
regions we have chosen for this initial study. For a more co
plete description of the Clementine mission and its scient
payload, see Nozetteet al. (1994).

During the Clementine mission, a group of about 75 amat
astronomers mobilized to carefully observe the Moon while
spacecraft was in lunar orbit, from 19 February to 3 May 19
(Darling, personal communication, 1996, Cameronet al.1997).
For four reports from this group, two of which were observed
the craters Picard and Anaxagoras, a third near Mount Piton,
the fourth at Cobrahead in the Aristarchus plateau, Clemen
images were obtained before and after an event. For all
events, no changes in color, geologic landform, or albedo
evident in the before and after pictures. (See detailed discuss
below, in Section III.)

II. DATA ANALYSIS

The most extensive investigations of LTP were made
Cameron (1972, 1975, 1978) and Middlehurstet al. (1968).
Cameron (1972) cataloged 1468 of these events, many of w
had associated photographic or photometric records (events
rejected from her catalog if obvious causes could be found
them, such as albedo variegations, atmospheric effects, o
illumination of facets by the setting sun). She classified th
into four categories: (1) gaseous, which involved observati
of mists and obscurations; (2) reddish colorations; (3) gre
blue, or violet colorations; and (4) brightenings. Many eve
were flashes with short durations. About two-thirds of LTP ha
been reported in the Aristarchus region, one of the younges
eas of the lunar surface which includes many volcanic featu

es,
nic,
and where Apollo 15 detected an excess of radon gas (Robinson
1986).
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TABLE I
Lunar Transient Phenomena Chosen for Study

Approx. events
Name of feature since 1900 Descriptions

From Cameron and Middlehurst:
Alphonsus (central peak) 20 Brightenings and red spots; two gas spectra obtained

(Kozyrev 1959, Harris 1967, Middlehurst 1968).
Cobrahead (near Aristarchus) 8 Obscurations, as well as red brightenings; two very good

locations from Lowell observers (Greenacre 1963).
Aristarchus hundreds Reportings often do not give good locations; many recent on

in the E and NE rim and near central peak. Violet and blue
glare reported, enhanced spectral regions (Kozyrev 1959).
Three events in the Cameron–Darling catalog.

Piton 5 Cloud-like obscurations; no good spectral or photometric even
but easy to localize. Two additional events reported in the
Cameron–Darling catalog.

Palus Somni 1 Recent event, well documented (Kolovoset al.1992), but likely
a satellite (Maley 1991, Rast 1991).

Plato 20 Blinks; bright spots; UV enhancement (Grainger and Ring 19
Ross D 15 Obscurations; bright spots.
Tycho 5 Anomalous luminosities.
Gassendi 15 Bright specks and flashes; reddenings.

Additional regions from the Darling–Cameron catalog (1997):

Anaxagoras 1 Bright streak from floor to wall and thin dark shadow on floor.
Picard 3 All observations, from April 17–20, 1994, involve darkening.
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Another source of candidates for this study is a catalog
events provided to us by the force of amateur astronomers
dedicated many nights to scrutinizing the Moon throughout
Clementine mission (Darling, personal communication, 19
Cameronet al.1997). Many of their reported LTP occur in th
“classical” locations of dozens of previous reports. We refe
their catalog of 144 events as the Cameron–Darling catalog

After reviewing the 579 events in Middlehurstet al. (1968),
a subset of Cameron’s catalog (Cameron 1972), some re
events, and the Cameron–Darling catalog, we have culle
handful of the most promising locations to analyze for an init
focused investigation. Our criteria for selecting locations w
that at least several events had been reported there by reliab
servers since 1900 (the degree of collocation among the ev
is striking) and that accurate locations had been reported.
also assigned a premium to events for which documented m
surements existed, such as photographs or spectra. One
occurring near Palus Somni, which is not an area of catalo
events, was selected because recent photographic eviden
it exists (Kolovoset al.1988). The locations for events that fu
fill our criteria for selection are listed in Table I. The crate
Aristarchus, Plato, and Alphonsus have been associated
the most LTP. In analyzing the published cataloges, we bec
aware that some regions tend to exhibit the same type of ev
For example, the events in the crater Gassendi all involved br
blinks or flashes, while those near Piton were all describe

obscurations.

Clementine images were chosen for each event utilizing
cataloging and archiving capabilities of the Planetary Data S
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tem (PDS) Clementine World Wide Web site. For this init
study, we used a fairly small, judiciously chosen set of ima
that effectively addresses the major scientific goals of stu
ing the geomorphology in the regions of LTP, and of seek
compositional or thermal anomalies. We also sought images
tained before and after the events reported by Cameronet al.
(1997). Two filters in the UVVIS camera, at 0.42 (the A filte
and 1.0µm (the E filter), were chosen to maximize the spec
range for compositional studies; the latter filter is located in
Fe absorption band at∼0.95µm (because of various problem
with cross calibration, we considered it unwise to compare fil
from different cameras). The geologic analyses were done
images from the UVVIS camera. For each event, we stud
both monochromatic images at 0.95µm and color images cre
ated by computing ratios of the A and E filters. The ratio-ima
pinpoint regions where compositional variegations occur: b
regions appear brighter on the images. Because Clementin
the first lunar mission to obtain multispectral mapping at h
spatial resolution, these indications of compositional chan
represent important new information, particularly when pla
within the context of geologic features. In several instanc
LWIR images existed at the location of the event (the LW
field of view was only one twenty-fourth that of the UVVI
camera). For the other cases, either LWIR images did not
or the location of the LTP could not be located accurately eno
to place an LWIR image unambiguously at it. The images c
the
ys-

sen for study are listed in Table II. The resolution of the images
ranges from∼700 M in the early orbits to∼380 M toward the
end of the mission.
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LUNAR TRANSIE

TABLE II
Images Used in This Study

Center Center east
Event Images used latitude longitude Lunar orbi

Alphonsus LLA2758H.037 −13.44 357.11 V 118 M
LUA2782H.037 −13.01 357.17 IV 108 H2
LUE2767H.037 −13.15 357.17

Cobrahead LLA4272L.318 24.44 310.53 V 204 M
LUA4293L.318 24.74 310.58
LUE4277L.318 24.59 310.59
LUA4575L.054 25.50 310.93 V 205 M
LUE4560L.054 25.28 310.93

Aristarchus LLA2968L.186 23.23 312.07 V 197 M
LUA2964L.186 23.09 312.14 V 198-200 H
LUE2949L.186 22.95 312.14

Piton LUA3365N.300 41.12 359.47 IV 115 H2
LUE3350N.300 40.60 359.48

Palus Somni LUA4189K.152 13.13 43.33 IV 66 H2
LUE4175K.152 12.95 43.32

Anaxagoras LUA4952Q.039 73.19 352.07 IV 128 H2
LUE4937Q.039 72.51 352.06
LUA5023Q.172 73.37 350.05
LUE5007Q.172 73.17 350.03

Picard LUA2682K.280 15.11 55.55 IV 191 H3
LUE2667K.280 14.96 55.54
LUA4221K.148 15.01 54.31
LUE4206K.148 14.83 54.31

Tycho LUA1786E.040 −43.33 349.05 V 125 M
LUE1771E.040 −43.47 349.05

Plato LUA4703O.039 50.31 351.69 IV 128 H1
LUE4688N.039 49.85 351.68

Gassendi LUA2652H.050 −18.59 321.64 IV 143 H2
LUE2673H.050 −18.73 321.64

Ross D LUA3996K.159 12.25 24.12 IV 85 H2
LUE3981K.159 12.07 24.12

For this initial survey, we did not perform radiometric ca
brations for the UVVIS images. We did, however, perform a f
radiometric and geometric calibration for the images used in
study of the Cobrahead region on the Aristarchus plateau.
preliminary analysis (Burattiet al. 1996, Calkinset al. 1999)
showed measurable changes in the spectral reflectance
area in the Cobrahead subsequent to a report generated b
ground-based team active during the Clementine mission
confirm our result, we performed a more careful analysis w
recently refined calibrations for the Clementine UVVIS cam
(Hillier et al. 1999). With this new analysis, we find that o
initial report is spurious (see discussion below).

The LWIR images were processed with the following ste
(1) The values of “hot” pixels were replaced by the avera
value of adjacent pixels. (These pixels were caused by a
ety of problems, including bad detectors, saturation, and cos

ray hits.) (2) The resulting image was put through a low-pa
filter. (3) The images were corrected for spatial sensitivities
dividing each image by a flatfield image created by co-add
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about 750 LWIR images. Finally, the LWIR images were bo
sighted with the UVVIS images with the pointing informatio
provided to us by the Planetary Data System and the Naviga
Subsystem at JPL.

Unfortunately, no HIRES images could be unambiguou
located where LTP occurred.

The geologic analysis of each region involved inspection
specific types of volcanic or structural features, including da
floored and dark-haloed craters, rilles, domes or cones, man
deposits, pits, fractures, and faults. The boundaries of majo
ologic units were searched for evidence of local disruption
the crust and regolith due to fracturing and gas release. Ga
caping from fractures may entrain and remove regolith mate
resulting in irregular depressions or chains of pits similar to th
observed on Phobos, which Thomaset al.(1979) suggested wer
formed by this process. Young mantling deposits can be re
nized by a relatively low crater density on their surfaces. We a
inspected the LWIR images taken in the same region for ano
lies in the thermal signature (lower conductivity representin
mantled region, for example) at the locations of reported LT

We did of course look for actual LTP in the images. No su
events were found.

III. DISCUSSION OF SPECIFIC EVENTS OR REGIONS

1. Alphonsus

Of the many LTP, this one was deemed to be one of
most promising because of a gaseous spectrum obtained
the central peak in 1957 (Kozyrev 1959, D. H. Harris quo
in Middlehurst 1968, Leonardi 1976). The gaseous emiss
was detected just to the west of the peak, which is the br
patch on the bottom of Fig. 1 (top). Kozeyrev (1959) identifi
lines in the spectrum with carbon and hydrogen, and he clai
that the observation was consistent with volcanic activity. T
Lunar Orbiter image archived in the Regional Planetary Imag
Facility at JPL shows that the central peak is an area of c
plex faulting and folding, similar to regions of terrestrial impa
structures (e.g., Roddyet al.1997). The region shows evidenc
of volcanic activity, including a chain of (probably volcani
pits and flows from the crater itself. Furthermore, there are d
haloed craters in the floor of Alphonsus, which may indic
explosive, volatile-rich volcanic activity (Horzet al.1991). The
central peak is probably more fractured and porous than the l
that partly fill the crater, so gases could more easily escap
the surface of the central peak. We note that material from
central peak appears to have partly buried a dark rille to
northeast (Fig. 1 (top)), suggesting slumping of peak mate
after emplacement of the lavas (this morphology is much cle
in the Lunar Orbiter image, which unfortunately cannot be
produced here). The LWIR image (Fig. 1 (top)) shows a mar
decrease in temperature at the peak, but the change is pro
due to shadowing. A color ratio (Fig. 1 (bottom)) shows comp

by
ing
sitional inhomogeneities in the area of the peak, but there are no
color changes in the region where the gaseous emissions were
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FIG. 1. (top) An E-filter image of the central peak of Alphonsus, with a boresighted LWIR image superimposed. The peak is much darker in the

although this effect is most likely due to lighting effects, as the region contained in the LWIR image is in shadow. The gaseous emissions (Kozyrev 1959) were
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a

observed just to the west of the peak. (bottom) A color ratio of the peak sh
fresh material comprising crater ejecta. (All color ratios are of the A and E

observed, immediately west (to the left) of the peak. The h
albedo material comprising the peak is bluer than the amb
terrain, but it is much redder than ejecta material from the fr
crater at the top of the image. The existence of bright, red
material may be an indication that the structure is mantled
fine-grained material such as volcanic ash (see Summary

Conclusions for a detailed discussion of this point). This ma
rial is concentrated near the base of the peak, in the area
ws that the base is measurably bluer than the ambient terrain, but it is redthan the
lters.)

h-
ent
sh
ish
by
and

postdates the rille. The color ratio image provides evidence
residual volcanism could have been present at that location
an area of crustal weakness.

2. Cobrahead

This feature is at the head of Schroter’s valley, which is

te-
that
rille, or collapsed lava tube. It is the largest of several volcanic
craters in this area that are sources of the low-viscosity flows that
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FIG. 2. (a) Fully calibrated E-filter images of the Cobrahead, a classical area of LTP, from orbits 54 (bottom) and 318 (top). The earlier image
spatially rescaled to correspond to the later image. The later image was obtained 4 days after an event reported by the ground-based team (Cameroet al.1997).
(The brighter regions associated with the upper west boundary of Cobrahead on the image obtained prior to the event are due to purely photometricts; the

lighting geometry changed between the two sets of images.) (b) Color ratio images of the corresponding regions. The images show no measurable changes. (c) Scans

d prel

lunar
gs
extracted from the images, corresponding to the lines in Fig. 2b. The scan
evidence for a color change subsequent to a report of an LTP. To within ou

apparently formed several rilles in the area. A dark mantling
posit possibly consisting of iron-rich, pyroclastic glass sphe

appears to have been deposited by these craters (McEwenet al.
1994). As one of the youngest areas on the Moon, the Aristarc
crosses the western rim of Cobrahead in the spot where we earlier claimeiminary
r errors, no clear occurred.

de-
res
plateau is a region where one would expect to see residual
activity, if any existed at all. Two reddish-orange brightenin
hus
lasting at least 25 min were reported near Cobrahead by two
cautious lunar cartographers, Greenacre and Barr (Greenacre
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FIG. 2—Continued
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1963). One of the events was reported just to the west of
high-albedo region at the bottom of the Cobrahead (Fig.
The Clementine spacecraft obtained images of the Cobra
twice during the mission, once in orbit 54 (bottom of Fig. 2a) a
again in orbit 318 at higher resolution (top of Fig. 2a). Figure
shows that the high-albedo material near the Cobrahead t
to be blue. A landslide appears on the lower right of the f
ture, and smaller slumped regions occur all along the featu
edge.

Cobrahead is one of the four regions for which “before and
ter” Clementine images exist for an event that was reported b
group of ground-based observers. The before and after im
were obtained on March 3 and April 27, 1994, while the grou
based LTP was reported on April 23. Our early inspection of
images obtained before and after the LTP observed by the E
based astronomers (Cameronet al.1997) showed evidence fo
a 15% increase in the ratio of the A and E filters for a small a
Because of the importance of this finding, we redid our anal
with calibrated images (Hillieret al.1999), and with the more so
phisticated ISIS software package provided by the United St
Geological Survey. In our new analysis, which is illustrated
Figs. 2a–2c, no clear changes in color are apparent. Scan
tracted from the before (bottom of Fig. 2b) and after (top
Fig. 2b) images in the region of the previously reported cha
are shown in Fig. 2c. To within our image-to-image errors (
timated at∼5% for the color images), there is no observa
change.

3. Aristarchus

Hundreds of reliable observations of LTP have been repo

chus in recent decades. Several events w
the
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reported during the Clementine mission itself, including diffu
appearances and one bright glow (Darling, personal commun
tion, 1996, Cameronet al.1997). A gaseous spectrum includin
emission lines of carbon and hydrogen was observed in the c
by Kozyrev (Kozyrev 1963, Leonardi 1976). Greenacre and B
observed an “elongated streaked pink” in the southwest inte
rim of the crater (Greenacre 1963). Although the event app
near regions of higher albedos, and additional inhomogene
in the thermal emission are shown in the LWIR image (Fig
(top)), there is nothing in the Clementine or Orbiter images
indicate recent geologic activity. However, the color ratio of
region (Fig. 3 (bottom)) shows that the crater’s bright eje
depicted so clearly in Fig. 3 (top), are not blue, as fresh ej
usually are, but they are red or similar in color to the surround
terrain. This result, which also holds for material surround
the central peak of Alphonsus, suggests the ejecta cons
fine-grained material, possibly even volcanic ash (see Summ
and Conclusions).

4. Piton

A classical area of LTP, Mount Piton was observed to unde
changes in brightness by the team of 75 observers active
ing the Clementine mission. Our inspection of images obtai
on March 27 and April 23, 1994, reveals no changes in c
or albedo for this region. The mountain is surrounded by M
Imbrium lavas toward the northern rim. Mare lava may ha
sealed in gasses, which periodically escape from the perim
of the mountain (Fig. 4 (top)). Clear compositional variegatio
appearing in the color ratio map (Fig. 4 (bottom)) suggest p
sible wasting of material subsequent to outgassing, fractu

ereor even the deposition of outgassed material.
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5. Palus Somni

A team of Greek astronomers photographed this recent, w
defined, bright event (Kolovoset al.1988), which occurred nea
an irregular unnamed crater in Palus Somni. Two subseque
vestigators (Maley 1991, Rast 1991) claimed that the event
in fact a glint of sunlight reflected from the Earth-orbiting sat
ubsequently, Kolovoset al. (1992) presented
ce that the event occurred just above the lu
tio (bottom) images of Aristarchus.

ell-
r
t in-
was
l-

surface. Nothing unusual appears in the Clementine imag
this area (Fig. 5) or in a color ratio image. A comparison of
Clementine image with a Lunar Orbiter image of the same a
shows no changes.

6. Anaxagoras
nar
Although this crater was not among the “classical” regions of

Lunar Transient Phenomena, a Clementine image was obtained
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FIG. 4. E-filter (top) and color ratio (bottom) maps of Mount Piton. These images were obtained 10 h and 45 min after a ground-based LTP was observed
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(Cameronet al.1997).

before and after an event that was reported by the team of gro
based observers (Figs. 6a–6d). They described the even
“bright streak from floor to wall and thin dark shadow on floo
(Darling, personal communication, 1996). No changes are
parent in the before and after images (Figs. 6a and 6c);
“after” image was obtained on March 28, 1994, about 19 h a
the reported LTP. There is an absence of color changes as
(Figs. 6b and 6d). The rim of the crater is similar in color
the surrounding areas. Anaxagoras is a relatively fresh c

with terraced walls; much of the material in the crater is pond
impact melt.
nd-
as a
”
ap-
the
ter
well
to
ter

7. Picard

Picard is a relatively young crater near the edge of M
Crisium. Debris slopes and a bright albedo blanket appear ar
the rim of the crater. Picard exhibits morphologic similarities
Aristarchus, which has been the source of about a third of
toric LTP. As in the case of Aristarchus, the material compris
the bright ejecta blanket is red. The rim of Picard exhibit
well-defined compositional discontinuity with the surroundi

edarea: it is much bluer than the surrounding material, which in-
dicates slumping of material to uncover a fresher, unweathered
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FIG. 5. A Clementine E-filter image of Palus Somni, where a rece

substance on the rim. An LTP reported by the ground-based t
was sandwiched between two Clementine images. The later
age, obtained on April 19, 1994, only 9 h 24 minafter the re-
ported event, is shown in Fig. 7c. No changes are eviden
the partial portion of the crater that was imaged. The LTP w
described as a “wall going dark,” and its reliability was deem
to be medium (Cameronet al.1997).

8. Tycho

Tycho is a fresh terraced crater similar to Picard a
Aristarchus. Most LTP have been observed in the vicinity of
central peak, shown in Fig. 8 (top). The central peak is clea
compositionally distinct from the crater floor, and it is inte
nally heterogeneous (Fig. 8b). The color ratio map also sh
a quasi-polygonal grouping of narrow lines composed of bl
and presumably fresher material. This tracery of less-weath
material may indicate the presence of fractures from which o
gassing can occur. Bluer regions on the peak suggest the pres
of fresh material exposed by slumping.

9. Ross D

The relatively blue rim of this crater indicates the presen
of fresh material that was denuded by slumping (Fig. 9 (top a
bottom)). We note that nearby craters with no reported LTP
their vicinity show similar blue rims.

10. Plato

Plato lies near the rim of Mare Imbrium. The crater wa
are not distinctly blue like Picard or Ross D (Fig. 10 (top a
tom)). No evidence exists for recent activity in the region
crater imaged by Clementine.
t photographed event was observed, at the arrow (Kolovoset al.1988, 1992).
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11. Gassendi

Gassendi, like Plato, lies at the boundary of a mare, in this c
the edge of Mare Humorum (Fig. 11 (top)). The southeast
is in fact surrounded by mare material. Gassendi’s rim app
even less compositionally distinct from the surrounding reg
than does that of Plato (Fig. 11 (bottom)). There appear to
regions of weakness along the rim: there is an enhanceme
small bright features there. They are not craters, because
are bright and red. They are possibly other examples of the
grained material that exists in several of the regions where
have been observed (see Summary and Conclusions).

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We find no evidence for LTP on any Clementine images. F
thermore, before and after images for four events that occu
during the mission’s main mapping phase show no morpho
ical or color changes. An earlier reported change in the Co
head region, based on a preliminary analysis (Burattiet al.1996,
Calkinset al.1999), is probably spurious.

Analysis of Clementine images in those regions where
nar Transient Phenomena have historically been reported s
that LTP do not occur randomly on the Moon. They are conc
trated near regions of crustal weakness, particularly bounda
of maria. The only features discussed in our study that do
occur near such boundaries are Anaxagoras and Palus S
Neither of these regions are areas of historical LTP. We
cused on the region of Anaxagoras because the team of gro

ofbased observers informed us of an event that was bound on both
sides by Clementine images. Subsequently, however, the team
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FIG. 6. E-filter (a) and color ratio (b) images of Anaxagoras. A later set of images (c and d) was obtained about 19 h after a reported LTP; no changes are
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discernible.

downgraded the event to 0 in reliability (on a scale of 0 to
The event in Palus Somni was identified as an artificial sate

by two groups. Thus both these regions may not be source
“true” LTP.
).
lite

The boundaries of maria may serve as regions of crustal w
ness from which gasses escape. This point was originally m
s ofby Cameron (1972) and by Gorensteinet al. (1974), who ob-
served an enhancement of radon at the boundaries with the
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Apollo alpha-particle spectrometer. In general, LTP are conc
trated in regions where radioactive daughter gases
similar argument applies to central peaks in la
nsus and Tycho) and to mountain peaks surr
ntinued

en-
are
nded by maria (Piton): gasses can more easily escape from
fractured rocks in the peaks than from the surrounding ba

rge
ou-
Slumping of material, which was observed on Cobrahead,
Picard, Ross D, Tycho, Piton, and Alphonsus, can be catalyzed
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FIG. 7. E-filter (a) and color ratio (b) maps of Picard. A later set of ima
although only part of the crater was imaged.

by outgassing. In turn, slumping can cause the release of
tional gasses. Table III summarizes the categories of regio
which LTP occur, as defined by Clementine images.
Blue crater rims seen on Picard and Ross D may have been
ated by recent slumping of material. The lunar surface is expo
es (c and d) was obtained about 9.5 h after a reported LTP. No changes ar

ddi-
s in
to micrometeoritic bombardment which reddens and darken
A disturbance to the soil exposes brighter, bluer underlying
terial. Gaultet al. (1974) and Helfenstein and Shepard (199

cre-
sed
show that gardening and mixing of the upper part of the re-
golith occurs rapidly, so exposed material does not stay optically
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distinct for long periods of time. These blue areas thus indic
the recent movement of material on the lunar surface.
ortant new observation from the Clementine imag
y of the regions of LTP show some evidence fo
ntinued

atemantle of fine-grained particles, such as that expected f
pyroclastic ash deposits. At least four regions (Alphons

es
r a
Aristarchus, Picard, and Gassendi) contain areas that are bright
and red, optical properties consistent with small particles. The
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higher albedo (when compared with surrounding regio
strongly suggests fine particles, because comminution of
es the amount of multiple scattering and thus
d color of the material suggests, but does not pr
ratio (bottom) images of Tycho.

s)
ar-
a volcanic origin. Spectra of pyroclastic glass samples are re
than spectra of mare basalt samples (Gaddiset al.1985, Taylor

the
ove,
et al. 1991, Figs. 6.18 and 6.20), although Clementine spectra
of volcanic deposits show they exhibit a wide range of colors
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(Gaddiset al. 2000). Even though these four regions are
undoubtedly impact structures, outgassing of trapped vola
could occur as an auxiliary process subsequent to the impa
cently observed near the central peak of the La
r has been ascribed to outgassing from a terrain
ratio (bottom) images of Ross D.

ll
iles
t.

is heavily fractured and fissured (Dollfus 2000). An incre
in albedo and polarization was attributed to light scattering
suspended particles.

n-
that

The most recently proposed mechanism for LTP, optical
pulses caused by electrodynamic effects (Kolovoset al. 1988,
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Zito 1989), is not inconsistent with the mechanisms we disc
Slumping or cracking at the weak crustal zones could act
catalyst for electrical phenomena.
out the observation of obvious lunar transient eve
ntine database, reasonable but not compelling
r ratio (bottom) images of Plato.

ss.
s a
dence, as well as plausible mechanisms, exist for LTP. Altho
the events occur in certain types of areas, it is easily argued
other similar areas are devoid of LTP. It is important to reme
nts
evi-
ber that LTP are due to geologic phenomena, and that they occur
on geologic time scales (if they exist). It is quite possible that
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FIG. 11. E-filter (top) and color ratio (bottom) images of Gassendi.
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TABLE III
Classification of Regions for LTP

Type of region Specific locations

Boundaries of maria All studied, except Anaxagor
and Palus Somni

Young craters: fresh rims; recent slumping; Picard, Tycho, Aristarchus,
bluer, recently exposed material Ross D

Central peaks Alphonsus, Tycho
Mountains surrounded by maria Piton
Regions of residual volcanic activity; Cobrahead, Aristarchus,

evidence for pyroclastic deposits Gassendi(?)

LTP just have not occurred in these similar regions during
100 or so years humankind has been closely scrutinizing
Moon.
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